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PREFACE.
The work on this thesis was undertaken with the collah-
oration of Jlr. Harr^/ C. Marble, B.S., Assistant in Electrical
Engineering, and a post graduate student in the Department of
Electrical Engineering of this university.
In treating the theory of induction motors, the method
developed in the well known took on "Alternating Current Pheno-
mena" by I4r. Chas. P. Steinmetz, has been followed.
Through the courtesy of the Wagner Electric Manufacuring
Company, of StLouis, Mo., we were supplied with a 4 h.p. and a
7 i h.p. motor on a special loan to thte University of Illinois,
for this investigation. Also, we visited the works
of this Compajiy May 17th and 18th, and there made a regular
factory test of a 10 h. p. motor, using their methods and the
University of Illinois instruments connected up with the regular
shop testing instruments of this company.
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THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATION OF
INDUCTION MACHINES.
In writing this thesis the author has had a twofold pur-
pose in view, as indicated by the title. The ohject
bhject has heen to test by brake the output of single phase
induction motors, which combined with electrical measurements
and the electrical and mech^^.'^ical data of the machines, deter-
mines the true and apparent efficiency, power factor, idle watts,
torque, slip, etc. Moreover it v/as expected that the
calculated results from theoretical considerations would afford
an interesting comparison with those experimentally determined,
but owing to the difficulties encountered in determining the
proper values of the reactances of rotor and stator and the
magnetic flux, these calculations could not be made.
Before discussing the experimental results it may not be
out of place to explain the principle of an induction motor,
Buch SB one of the short-circuited-armature type.
The stator or fixed part consists of an annular field of
laminated iron having wire coils wound in slots and arranged
to form as many poles as it is desired the machine should have.
The rotor or rotating part consists of a cylinder of laminated

consists of a cylinder of laminated iron, mounted on a shaft,
having also slots in which are imbedded either v/ire coils
or copper hars, all of v/hich are short-circuited on themselves
by a copper or brass ring, or other device.
j
The alternating current is supplied to the stator, estab-
lishing in it a rotary field of force. This field is
cut by tbe conductors of the totor, inducing in them an E. M. P.
which though small is sufficient to set up a large current in
the rotor winding. The reaction of the field of force |i
induced in the rotor, on the rotary field of the stator causes
the rotor of the single phase machine to continue to revolve
j|
if once set in motion.
The frequency of the stator rotary field is equal to
the frequency of the impressed E, M. F, The revolutions
I,
per second of the rotary field are equal to the E. M. F. di-
||
vided by the niimber of pairs of poles of the stator. The '
frequency of the rotor current is the same as this when the
rotor is at standstill, but decreases as the rotor speed in-
creases becoming zero at synchronism. Hence the fre-
quency of the rotor E. M. F. varies directly with the slip, I
ij
and the number of revolutions at any slip is s
( 1-S) N
where N = frequency of stator
S = percentage slip
i;
SN = frequency of rotor.
li
ii
I•
The Btator and rotor are sometimes referred to as the pri-
j
mary and secondary of the motor since they "bear to each other
|! the same relation as Ihese parts of a transformer having one of
I
its circuits movable. When the rotor is at standstill
it is considered as a short-circuited transformer secondary.
In polyphase induction motors the field produced hy ihe
stator windings is rotating, and the rotor will start of itself.
I
In the single phase motor the field is not a true rotating
j
field until the totor has gotten up to considerable speed, when
li
,
the resultant of its field and the field of the stator becomes
I
a true rotating field or approximately so in effect, and the
motor will therefore keep in motion,
ij
If the rotor is at standstill and is wound with uniformly
,
spaced short circuited coils or bars, the repulsive thrust be-
I
tween induced current and inducing magnetism, in the different.
II
coils, will balance each other and there will be no tendency for
!|
the rotor to revolve, as is shown in diagram Fig. 1. Here
i
for each coil receiving a rotary thrust in one direction, there
||
is a symmetrically placed coil on the opposite side of the
I
rotor R, receiving an equal thrust in the opposite direction.
' To overcome tiiis effect several means are eraplosred, one of
these being the "phase splitting" method which consists of a
li
field winding similar to that of a two phase machine. One
of the coils contains an inductance, and the other a different
inductance or a capacity.
I

7

Both coils are connected in parrallel in starting, thus causing
a difference of phase of the field magnetism, the resultant
being, in effect, a rotary field.
In some motors a commutator is used and the rotor and
stator are put in series in starting. The machine then
starts as a series motor.
In others, such as the Wagner Motors upon which vie exper-
imented, the repulsion method is used. In these motors a
commutator having vertical radial hars is used. The winding
of the rotor is tlie same as th-it of a continuous -wound direct
current armature of four pole type, and is connected to the
commutator in the same manner. Four carbon brushes, short
circuited by a heavy brass connection, bear on this comrriutator.
The armature is liierefore equivalent to one hiving four short
circuited coils. If the brushes were placed symmetrically
midway between the stator poles, the repulsive thrusts would
balance each other as shown in diagram Fig.l* by the small
arrov/s, and the rotor would remain at rest. If, however,
the brushes are shifted from this midway position, the repulsive
thrusts are unbalanced as shown in figure 2 (where the small
arrows at the clroumference of the rotor R show the direction
of the repulsive thrust) and the rotor will tend to rotate in
the direction in which the brushes were shifted. The speed
of rotation increases until it is almost at synchronism, when
the brushes are thrown back from the commutator and a ring of
firr
,


copper links is forced u^) against it^tlius short circuiting all
of the rotor coils. As the field at this speed is approx-
imately a rotary field, the motor now operates just as a poly-
phase induction motor of the short circuited armature type does.
In Fig. 3 is shown a sectional view of the motor, in
which (aa) represents the commutator, ("bb) the brushes which
are short circuited, (cc) the ring of copper links by means of
v^ichall the rotor cotls are short circuited, (dd) the arms of
the centrifugal governor which controls the throv/ing off of the
brushes and short circuiting of the rotor at the proper speedy
and (ee) the governor weights. The synchronous speed of
the four pole, sixty cycle motor is 1800 revolutions per minute
The governor is set to operate at about 165o revolutions, allow-
ing the motor to be operate^d when the frequency is less than
sixty cycles,, as for instance when the generator speed drops
somewhat under a hea-fy load. . When this latter speed
is reached the governor weights fly out as shown in the dotted
position. By this action tlie spiral spring (S) is compres-
sed, dra\7ing the brashes back by the spring knob (f) axid forcing
the copper links (cc) against the inner ends of the commutator
bars.
The motors tested were of the standard, two, four, seven
and a half, and ten horse-pdwer sizes, resi^ect ively.
There are four brushes placed 90 " apart, except in the
two horse-power size, in which there are but two brushes,
placed 90**apart. The reason assigned for this is^
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that larger sizes carrying more current require larger TDrushesj
and that the four brushes mechanically "balance to better advan-
tage on the brush carrying ring.
In the blue prints, Figures #4, 5 and 6, are shown sec-
tions of the laminae, of which the rotor and xtator cores are
built up respectively.
The slots on the rotor are not parallel to the axis of
the shaft but are arran-ed spirally. This brings them into
and out of the field of the stator gradually and thus reduces
the humming which '-would otherwise occur. The number of
commutator bars is not an even multiple of the number of slots
on the rotor. For instance, in the two horse power machine
which his a two-circuit, double -layer, drum -wound rotor, there
are forty seven slots, but only ninety three commutator bars.
In such a winding with a stator having an even number of pairs
of poles, there muat be an uneven number of coils. There
are thus ninety three active coils or 186 conductors. However,
in order to wind the rotor symmetrically, with four conductors
per slot, the number of conductors should be an even multiple
of four. Hence there are 186
-h 2 = 188 conductors or
ninety four coils, and forty-seven slots. The extra coil
is left open-circuited, and is used only to balance the armature,
These machines also have a special device for starting
under full load or even as much as 75^ overload. This
is accomplished by bringing out a third terminal forming a
aixA td* •$ SUlMrm% 0m won mJ no •JoX* ^-^-^
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80-called"loop" to the stator winding <
Under normal starting and r^anning conditions, the dou"ble
pole switch in Pig. 7(.is down, the single pole up. This is
diagrammatically shown in Pig. #8. When both switches
are down, connecting one line wire to this third terminal, the
effect is the same as cutting out some of the field windings
and a larger current flows through tiie remaining ones. The
maximum starting torque is then developed. Pig. #9 show
this connection diagrawatically. When it is desired to
cut down this excess of current a small so-called "auto-trans-
fonner** is used as shown in Pig. #7^, "by which arrangement the
impressed voltage is reduced. Pig. #10 is a diagram repre-
senting this condition.
The motor is started with "both switches up, and after the
acceleration of the rotor has ceased, the single pole switch is
thrown into the^loop" position. After further accelera
tion has ceased, the double pole switch is thrown down into
running position and the single pole up or outside the loop,
which is the position for normal running.
In Pig. #ld is shown a diagram of the winding on 1iie
stator, and the loop connection , for a four-pole, one-hundred &
four volt machine. The "loop" terminal is marked "B"
and the windings cut out hy this connection are marked la, 2a,
3a and 4a. The two pairs of poles are connected in paral-
lel.
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Pig. 168. Connections when a Small Reducing- Transformer for Holding Down the Starting
Current.
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The windings constituting the stator poles are in the
shape of flat coils threaded through the slots. This
produces maximum field strength in the middle tooth of the
pole, the intensity of magnetisation gradually diminishing
toward either side. The coils are connected in paral-
lel, or in series, as the case may he, for a terainal volt-
age of 104 or 208 respectively.
The machines are designed to run on 110 or 220 volt
circuits, but are designated as 104 or 208 volt motors.
In making the tests of these motors the Prony-hrake was
used. The brake wheel v;as water cooled and of the form
of cross section shown in Pig.#ll, the radius being six inches.
Hence in the tables, the torque in foot pounds is obtained by
dividing the pull in pounds by two.
A spring balance was suspended above the wheel and a
rope which hung from it, encircled the wheel and supported
below the latter another spring balance in order to measure
the difference of tension. The actual or net pull on
the circumference is the difference of the readings of the
two spring balances, minus the weight of the lower balance;
or, r-
pull in lbs = - (T^H- Wt )/
The speed at any time was taken as equal to the speed of the
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generator minus the slip of the rotor, expressed in revolutions
per minute, since "both generator and motor had the same numlDer
of poles. The method of determining the slip "by use of tba
contact breaker v/as as follows;
In Pig. #12, A represents a small synchronous motor
which was run from the same generator as the induction motor C
On the shaft of the synchronous motor was mounted a small hrass
wheel on which springs S and Sjhear; S makes contact all the
time, while the contact of S, is iDroken twice at eaci'i revo-
lution of the wheel by means of two pieces of glass set in its
circumference. On the induction motor was placed a sim-
ilar breaker, having, however, only one contact break since the
number of poles (4) of the induction motor was one half the
number of poles of the synchronous motors. These two
pairs of springs were ..laced in parallel and a current from a
storage battery B. was passed through them in series with the
single stroke electric bell D. The armature of the bell
was pulled up by its magnets and held while there was current
through the magnet coils. By this arran:2ement the
bell would ring by the action of the opposing spring, whenever
the circuit was broken simultaneously on both contact wheels.
This method of using a closed circuit electric bell with the
two contact breakers in parallel was adopted after trying many
other devices* When two contact "make rs" were used in series^
the time of "malce" was found to be so small, that the self
3 Ummm m •iSMvnqwn A ,SC% . tI
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induction of the hell coils would not permit of establishing
sufficient current to pull the hell armature over to the magnet
during the interval of contact. This interval, however,
was sufficiently' long to permit the spring to pull the arma-
ture away at the instant of "break" - when two contact breakers
were used, connected in parallel.
The action in detail was as follows; suppose both and
to be on the insulating points of the tvi^o contact break
wheels; the spring is then holding the armature away from the
magnets, since there is no electric circuit. If the
break wheels revolve, the springs v/ill touch the brass, making
contact, and the magnet will pull up the bell armature, hold-
ing it until the breaks in A and C, occur again simul-
taneously. At such instant the magnet again releases
its hold of the armature, ca.using the bell to ring, through
the action of the spring. If the induction machine
revolves with exactly twice the speed of the synchronous motor,
the bell will ring once for each revolution of the induction
motor or twice for each nsvolution of the synchronous motor.
However, when a load is put on the induction machine, its speed
will drop to a smaller constant value, depending upon the load
If it loses one complete revolution the breaks in A and C will
occur again simultaneously, and the bell will ring.

This interval represents one revolution of slip. Counting
the time for a certain ni-iraher of such intervals or of rings, 'l
gives the slip in actual revolutions per minute, from^which the
percentage slip is obtained. Each motor was tested at 75,
9o, lo4 and 12o volts, t e voltage being kept constant under
all loads, in eac/i test. The instruments for test-
ing were connected as shov/n in diagram Pig. 14. M represents
the induction motor receiving current from the 7-^ K.W. , G..E. i;
rotary converter R.C. The fields of the latter were
;
excited by the 3 K.W. Weston mac"''-ine and the voltage
;
j!
regulated by means of the water rheostat, Res. Wm repre- i
sents the Weston wattmeter. Am the Thomson a ni m elTer and Vm
the Weston voltmeter. S represents a single pole, double
throw switch, by means of which the instruments were cut out of
circuit on starting to avoid the heavy rush of current. The
motor was loaded .gradually by increasin.';' the tension on the
brake rope, and readings taken at different loads. The
voltage was kept constant by regulating the excitation of the
rotary converter by means of the water rheostat.
The values observed were volts at the terminals of motor
(constant) amperes, true watts input, pull in pounds on the
circumference of ihe brake wheel, and slip in revolititions per
minute. From these values were calculated the brake
horse-power output, the apparent watts input, true efficiency,



apparent efficiency, power factor, idle watts, and percent
slip.
To compare the results, the values ontained were plotted
in a full set of curves on a "percent of full load" t)ase.
To obtain some data and information about the motors,
we visited the factory of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company and there made a test on a 2o8 volt, 10 H.P. induc-
tion motor by their method, using the University of Illinois
instruments connected up with the regular shop testing instru
ments.
The essential difference between the shop method of test
ing and our own is in loading the motors. In the shop
the motor is belted to a separately excited direct current
generator, which has been carefully calibrated, and curves
of motor horse-power output at different generator plotted.
The motor is run from a transformer, a«i the voltage at the
terminals of the former is adjusted to lo4 or 2o8 volts as
the case may be, by cutting out primary or secondary turns
of the latter. Each motor is tested at no load, half -
full -and maximum load, on 'both the"outside" and the "loop"
connections. The desired load is put on the generator
and readings of the motor volts, amperes and watts input are
taken. The "slip" at different loads is not observed.
The agreement of the instruments of the Wagner Co. with those
which vre took with us can be seen from table

In Plate I the entire set of curves for ttie 2 H.P.motor
at nominal
-voltage (lo 4) are plotted. The efficiency
curve is highest at about 75^ of full load, reaching a value
of 77.2 and bends down at full load decreasing as the machine
is overloaded. The idle watts increase nearly in a
straight line to 75^ load and then rise more quickly until
a value of 2540 watts is reached at full load. The
maximum power factor occurs at about full load and decreases
slightly at more than loo^ of load, corresponding to the in-
crease of idle watts.
In this discussion we mean by "idle watts" not the no
load watts, but the product of tiae apparent watts or volt-
amperes, by the sine of the angle of lag.
The maximum torque is 8.25 foot pounds and the torque
curve is of course a straight line when plotted on ahorse
power or fo load base
In Plate H corresponding cun/es for the 4 E.P. motor
are plotted. In this motor the efficiency had not reach-
ed a maximum at full load, at which point its value was 80.5^
The power factor reaches a value of 79^ at 87-l/5^ of full load
The maximum torque is 12.44 ft lbs. ard on attempting to ^go
beyond this the motor fell "out of step" These tests were
all run from the rotary converter of 7.5 K.W. capacity and
it would certainly seem that if the motor could carry an ex-
cess of rated load that a 7.5 K.W. generator would be sufficient
.bar




to supply the necessary power. We stated this case
to Ihe engineers of the Wagner Co., adding that the voltage
was held at lo4, and the explanation given v/as, that either
the generator capacity was not sufficient or that our line was
too small. They stated also that they had had similar
trouble at times when running from a static transformer, heing
compelled either to put in a transformer of larger output or
to wind the transformer for higher voltage. The state-
ment of the rotary converter and line capacity being insuffi-
cient hardly seems to fit the case since we transmitted under
the same conditions 5.88 H.P. to the 7-2- II.P.motor.
The idle watts reach a value of 2960 on this 4 H.P. motor
and are far from being constant rising in a curve whose bend
seems to be between 50^ and 75^ of full load.
Plate 111 shows curves of the 7--|- horse power motor thou-^h
we were unable to run above 5.88 H.P. Insufficient line
capacity might in this case account for 1he motor falling out
of step but the true watts supplied were only 5445 and the
E. M. F, at the motor terminals was kept constant so it would
seem that a higher output should have been obtained. The
maximum efficiency v/as 8o.7^ occuring at 6 horse power. The
power factor was high reaching 87^;. the idle watts were only
3070 and though the curve seemed to rise at half load the
values beyond that seemed to be less in proportion so the
curve was constructed as shown. The maximum slip is 2.82%



Plate IV. shows idle watts and efficiency plotted on a
true watt input "base the maximiAm efficiency occurs on the
lower voltage curves at a smaller input than on the high volt-
age curves. The idle watts curves seem to cross in
such a manner as to have a common tangent which intersects the
axis of ordinates on the negative side of the origin. In
Plate V this tangent line crosses on the positive side of the
origin and the curves of idle watts become flatter than in
the 2 H.P. motor. In this Plate the highest efficiency
occurs at lo4 volts, the efficiency at 120 and 90 being almost
the same
.
Plate VI shows the same curves for a 7--^ h. p. motor and
in this Plate we see the sane tendency of the idle watts
curves to form the tangent line, the line crossing on the
positive side of the origin. The tendency of the
curves to become flatter is also noticeable. The max-
imum efficiency being on the 12o volt curves.
Plate Vll shows the variation of slip and efficiency
of the different motors. As might be expected the effi-
ciency increases \7ith the size of tbe motor, but is greater
for loads as low as 15^, in the smaller sizes. The
curves of slip show that it does not vary in a straight line
but becomes greater as the full load is approached and rises
rapidly after 1iie machine is overloaded.
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In Plate Vlll are plotted the idle watts and true effi-
ciency of the various motors at 104 Volts, on a "true watts
input" "base, Plate IX shows the same curves plotted on a per
cent of full load "base. In "both of these is noticed
the tendency of the idle watts to increase le ss rapidly at
large loads as the size of the motor increases, just as they
do for higher voltages. This fact suggests the pos-
sibility of having an induction motor in which the idle watts
remain constant under varying loads. Such a motor would
he of great advantage if it were desired to run hoth induction
and synchronous motors ir the same circuit,
Steimnetz and Rice have developed a method of "balancing
the resistance and reactance of a transmission line in which
they make use of synchronous motors as a balancing capacity
by varying the excitation. Synchronous motors could
be used in a similar manner to balance the resistance and re-
actance of Ihe line a^xi the reactance of the induction motor
if the idle watts of the latter are constant.
This would be a solution of the question of how to operate
synchronous and induction motors in the same circuit or any
load at any time to approach ideal ohmic conditions.
In looking over the curves we have noticed the following
points;
In two motors the maximum efficiency occurs at the highest
voltage, in one it does not.
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The idle watts curves flatten out as the voltage and size of
the motor increases "but do not seem to ever approach a con-
stant value.
In case the idle watts were constant the power factor
would never bend oxer*
The lower the voltage the smaller the load at which the
power factor is a maximum.
The slip curve is almost a straight line at first "but
curves more rapidly as the full load is approached and rises
quickly when it is exceeded.

T H E R E T I C A L
As stated elsewhere in t''\is thesis the method usually used
in the theoretical consideration of the induction motor is the
one in which the motor is considered as a transformer, having
a movable secondary circuit. If now we let
p c= numher of equal circuits on primary
n = MM primary turns per circuit
and let the corresponding terms for the secondary "be represented
by the same syrahols with the subscript "1" then
n p - a - the ratio of total primary turns to total secondary
h^p^ turns.
It is preferable to reduce all secondary quantities to
the primary system by the ratio of transformation "a"; since
the number of secondary circuits and the number of turns per
ji
secondary circuit is unessential; then if t is the second-
'!
ary E, M. F per circuit, = cu =^ secondary E.M.P. per ^
circuit reduced to primary system. Similarly
_Z" - ^/ = secondary current per circuit
Tj = CL^T^' ~ secondary resistance per circuit
X, - *^^>^/ — secondary reactance per circuit
^ ~ secondary impedance per circuit
all reduced to primary system
Let ^ = total maximum flux of the magnetic field, per motor
pole and N =r frequency of primary impressed E. M. F.
Then E = ^^^rj/q /)/^ /o is the effective elec-
tromotive force induced by the magnetic field per primary
li

circuit and E =z—^ where = l^^^^ -^v ^ VY&^r "be con-
sidered as the active electromot ice force of the motor and
^=y^ ^ complex quantities time heing counted from the
moment where the flux,^ interlinked with both primary and
secondary circuits paases through zero.
Since the secondary frequency is S'^V , the secondary
induced E. M. F. (reduced to primary system) is -5*^
While there are numerous formulae relating to the induc-
tion motor tie ones most interesting to us were the formulae
for torque and power and these \Mere selected for comparing the
theoretical and observed values.
The torque of any motor is dependent upon the number of
armature conductors, the current flowing in them and the strength
of the enveloping magnetic field and the sine of the angle be-
tween them. Therefore, in the induction motor if
= the effective magnetism developed in a single pole
^ the effective rotor magneta motive force and
.^<i^^l(p^=VciQ sine of Ihe angle between them, and T* be the
torque we have
also if '>v the number of turns
= current per circuit and
^ ^ the number of armature circuits
we have for the value of the armature magnet* motive force

and sulDst iti.it ing this in tlie al>ove formula gives
T'^ 'H^,T, -^^'pc^:^^^
and since there are "d" poles the total torque T becomes -
The electromotive force induced in the totor is 90^ behind
the inducing magnetism hence it reaches a maximum when the
inducing magnetism is zero. There is also a lag of
the current in the rotor due to the impedance of the rotor
coils and if Ihe lag of this be the total lag of the current
in the rotor behind the field or stator magnetism is (^O^^-f- '^^-^J
The sine of this is equal to cosine and the cosine Wj is
z^j=====r^ ; since the tangent of the lag angle equals the
/
reactance over the resistance or j5VX^ and cos — "
The current in the rotor coils is equal to the electro-
motive force induced in the rotor windings divided by the im-
pedance. Since the frequency of the E. M. F. of the
rotor depend s on the slip, the impedance raut.t also depend on
the slip and, therefore, the slip mu^it be a factor of the ex-
pression for rotor current; hence when reduced to primary
system we have current in rotor
-J-
^ 5"
_
^
,
2-
since "e" is the electromotive force induced per turn by the

mutual magnetic flux the total "e" must iDe equal to the numlDer
of turns in series per circuit multiplied loy the flux and the
frequency. If
^ = nuralaer of turns in series
^ ^ the flux and
/V =- the frequej^cy
we have for one circuit
^/7-^. or ,^_Z^ therefore
taking the equation for torque
TI. d
.'<2^<f^((f^J or 1^= ^^^^^ e^^U2
and sulDstituting we have ^ ^ —
^^ /V/>p^*^T^^
by means of which we can detennine the torque if we kno-v
the value of "e" Before proceeding to evaluate "e"
let us consider what the outjjut of Ihe motor will he.
At a unit radius the circumference of a circle is 277*and
since the speed of an induction motor = J. /\/(i~5) where N =r
frequency and d = the number of poles v- ^ the slip, the
linear distance passed over by a point on the circumference in
one second is 4/ /7 A/
(
/- sj and if T is the torque, the
output of the motor will be 7~V ^ /VQ-S) or substituting
cL
for T the value already f u n d we h ive the output or power

^7
which reduces to ^^± ^{^-^^Jz^
We can now determine power ajid torque if we can evaluate "e"
As the rotor revolves there is a hack E. M. P. induced in
the .stator colls hy the cutting of them hy the flux due to the
rotor current, and since "e" is defined as the electromotive
force induced per turn by the mutual magnetic flux we have -E^ = -^
Now the applied electromotive force at the terminals must "be
sufficient to overcome this Tjack E, M, F? and also to overcome
the impedance drop^ hence the applied E, M. P.
or ^ ^ -h
E^:^ = "the E. M, P. consumed hy the primary impedance and is
therefore = I Z- "but T is composed of two parts, an exciting cur-
rent I^-xV where Y is the admittance of the primary^ and
a component corresponding to the secondary current or
hence the total primary current =^ H = JZ -hIL
/ o
^ ' " since Y the admittance
8u"bstltuting these in E = Z I we have
and since f = ^e^ -f- E^.
7L
we have
or
4I
approximately = Ji^
^ ^ J
Solving for e we get
in real values^ which are obtained loy taking the square root
of the sums of the squares of the imaginary values^* and substi-
tuting this value of "e" in the formulae for torque and power
we h'tve
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MECHAITICAL & EIECTRICAL DATA ON WAGKER ITIDUCTION MOTORS.
Manufacturers TTo.
Serial No.
% H.T 7^ HT /OH. P.
~1\ c. /
Type of Machine
Number of Poles
Capacity H.P, z 7i
Speed R.p.m. no load
Speed R.p.m. full load
/ ^(ro
1 11% nzs
Frequency in cycles (oO GO. 60
voxT/S| nomiai / U f 1 f) u1 u / /) u / ^ n
Volts, no load n '1
Volts full load SO
Starting current full load 7 ^ IJV.
Current - no load / c lb' ^ i i 3.
A Rotor.
Perirjheral velocity - ft per sec.
Diameter over all
Diam. of core, internal
^ t . ^
»/
ll a 1"
H
Length of core over all
ll
^, 7 6'
Thickness of Laminae
Width of slots 3 l~ 31,
Depth of slots I.Oio"
Number of Slots
Width of tooth, minimum
" " " at root
" " " at surface
^7
lL "
J. "
/
1
IL "
LL "
(0
"
7 "
n
i I

Size of wire
Insulation
Number of coils, per slot
" " conductors, per slot
• " turns, per coll
" " wires in multiple
Air gap
Resistance ^ru.s"K toTBruo.v.
B St ator
External diameter
Resistance
Internal "
Impedance
Length of core
ThicknetiS of laminae
Number of slots
Depth of slots
Width of slots
Insulation
Width of tooth, minimum
" " at root
" " " at surface
Polar embrace
Length of polar arc
Size of wire
«
Number of turns per slot
II II II II pqQ^q
" wires " slot
" " " multiple
z
z
07-1
I 2,
Ho
X I /
y. 37
""XL
Ho
NuwVcr 70185 in. Series

" Internal
Lenffth, — radial
_
10 ..
7 /t.
1.5- /. 5-
C
Maxiraum width of segraent
•p-
Minimum " " " Hz
Thickness of mica between segments
Til 1 V^Y^ P y n "P Qa mnon + e
"
" " per slot
U
' 1
A.5
"
w
" covered "by "brushes X t 1 f
"
" - - - wires per segment h H
D • .»ru she s
.
NiimTDer
Length radial
Width maximum ^«
" minimum At-
5/
1
Area of contact
am
J 3
Type of "brush
^—
—
Electrical Data
Rotor
Resistance, cold.
II
*M
AV) /7/f7/f i/K^rry ^/j'^y, ^^yv/. jy^^jl HI.
True, /7//r 7?)wrr ^hfdvc jXc//e ]
FcLcfor fv-otor Watts.
y3 /^./ 6^^A^,^3 ^.^/ /^^s /s^r .yn^Sif .63S^-/sy ^//y
xi/.s~/^<}^'~y.yrs^/>/yyr,^s-/j3s:/.>j
.y>^ .^// .//^ y^^^/ zp^

//6c tPPti/
Watts HP Eft
Xkiduc Idler
WaMs
7
f,6
///
•7-
6 c ^
3^3
^7/
S3^y/^ \,y^)2-/^fs-

No ^i^W
\
WaMs, pHlndi ff.pM-
Troe
Factor Factey\ WoM^
/
3
cT
7
; i
ffr i>ct jif.
•A- J' /7S
/^cT /^fj .cf<?r]
^^^^
i
'
///^
./^3
.^^^ \Pir<f^

/Vo % I Wq;tt1S ' Eff ^y^/ Pact^y /^-^K WaM
/
cT
S/^^'/pf^ //c
SSJ^h^L3/ /So
/S>3 c \ C
dyf€
Sr?f 3.yc
3x>y
3.3/
yr
7-7
.
J7/ \(:>St\.yS^ /S7^:t.
.s~sj y/y iy^y^'^Bz
.^c\.y:^S^6^^
S~4>6 y/y 6yy Ss'co

No IdWatts Poonds f^ P/^., 7o ; Wd.tts
S^/i/i
.J p TxvQ Powcr'lhdoc. Idle
o/^
' E|Y Cff. Factor.; FaclTov Watt's
/ //.X Qi^C^ c 3.3^^ J^S ^"^o ^ <^ <^ Pf/ f^Y -^^^
v3 /dTJ Jor ^^-^
6 U4:3
,
33.3
7 2J. 3-
//^r 6i^S~M^B Y^^ ^Y^
/./^Y /SSS-.^S'I /^^^
/,^33 /J7c5~ /.^yr 6 fS~^. cTPf Y^^ '^^'^ f/f
f 36 6 '^:i'Y6^A3Sy ^/p^
I
y/^ sYd S'31 .s~ir6
/3S3

'No,
r- - --- 1
/I ml].
1
'True ^
Watts
rot/ (ids RPM /o vv UjLv
j
/ 6 / 1 p
/^^ Uf
i
/// - /y/
<r
VJ
\
/<^.;'
//vT
/ /^^
//rr
^«-.>^
fi
//
/J ^/^
\
1 1
^3/
1 1
Factbt
Indue,
factor
Idle
,
Watts
./J/
/cT/ /XJO
J L

7^ 7, //^^. ^
Mo
1
TVue Po//
,
Ml
, 10 Watts HP
True Power
f Ctc i/cr
r
Inciuc. Idle,
/ /O. 6 // c
-V "
.73^- / t/<^\
J/ /7/<$.y 66^ 3. /S- -y J 6 /(r ^1
^/
//J
ya
/ /// 76-^ J7
2J3C 730 /<^66
32 /c S5 X/^>
// 7^s^
7f(^ .633 .;r. 9-3870
/3 -2.vrr 7f >x07
4/J. 7 .6/6
1 1 1 .
6xf ,6x^

4/ y<J/Y^/^^"^^^^.U:^ ^Xlyifdt^>^C4a^
I
True
36-^
Pull 1 s^.^ ^ ^ fjfh ^
' TrvT^ /i/TT Povvl^ i h </ c ' xa
(
l/\/a,ttS
o o
tjf Faotor fitctov- Watts
O /JY cf^^
/(TdT! IST Af_ ^>'^6
.6fj^ .^/sz^./S3 >^j^ ./xer^/p^l
S /^4-\ f/A 63^.366 ^Sdo SS-^ .3^3 /// ^/V^l
4^ >c.i //^r- srr S'.q .^/ p^^/^ fcf .6^3 m^j ^^s^f ^/^^
/^ar- f,3^
- /3.32^ y^s ^y6o /S3J~ ./c>
;
.^I'Az:^-/^^^
\ i i
'
I
I ^
•
\
\
K :iSdr 7'X:i5'/2js' 3i^o ^.s-y ^Se .S~^f J/t :^^>Sr
3/6 ^3r:jd^o 7S: /^^d 3/f^> Xf^ yy3 ^//^ ^^/^^/-:^J7^
33 s~ s^ds^ /y.dx /.66r ^^"^^ 3 /6
.yys
.^f /^T^ ,6s^^>^3c
JI 3s:J 3/f6-~Pt^.s~ 3/.2^ //^^ ^><fe '3>rys6 .'S~yx y/yy /^j^<?tf^
J^r:/ 3sr/^~^?^p3j:y p-.c^ ^6^6 j.sy ysd ^ .s-p ysj / >n3 |^^v?<^!
\ \ L__L_ L-J \ I I i

6C)
77^
F{\'Y\\\
True ' Poll
111
,
ro L/nd^
Sir ft
RPM.
HP 1 /7/,/rML-
fowerr
factor
Jndoc
Factor
/ /cTf/ //fx
r
^ /
//-^
/73 .^^ J6^ /
</ /o/ /V
r ^^//
c /cT /^/^^
7 //^ /^y
x/y //^ .^1 1
/o
11 ^/y 77 ./>d^
/> SZ./ .^^^
^J2S 6sz
1
3.S .^3J

f\/o.
TVue
WO/lbS
?u(|
1 n
jiounds 0/10 Watts H.P.
True
CSS-
Eff. Facto
V
- - — 1
Factotr.
1 / 7. ^ O d/^ o o /
•7
/d.-j 6 O f //(=>
J r /
.
o6 /^^ .b o /jFo /?/ Q -^-U
22. Z 3.JSo /.7f /f/0
sT ,6301
/./cT ^./^ 7^7 .7S60 .6/^2-
7 /fro J/. 3S'SS~J.2d 77^ .S/3o
J.6 3 .^3/0
• 2s-.2r //.fx /3J~o 2S-J3
S'3/0 Soy/
// 31.3J 62.6~ So 30 3S-/J
/o- //./ /3 77/ .6//
1 1
.7¥^ ^2f^
1 1

6:^
2r
o L Tree iPiTlin^l/^ Ts/iTj
' /r/1/7 ^
' Tyt^e Pc^^erTytdvc Idle
D/O ^l^lU Wo^ttsi piJJndsi RPM
,
^/c Wktry, ^ ' •
I f j /
I
FcLctct , FactdY WaM
7
f
//
I'll'! I
I
'
Jr/s-^l^j So. /y?^ z/s^<- 3.sy^ ys-/ yyj-' .lp3x.?-^yc
^6s\v-^ys^3y^'^ '^y^ ^J^c M^y yff /-sr/ ,fS3 cf2^. ^yc
^yrs~3/.4^z//^s[^,d'^ s~6cc\ ^^ \ r^/ \ .^yy .'^^

63
y/x ^^^^
^^^^^^fSr^?^:^^^l^/Jl^
/Vo.
Twe
Wdtts "1 1rounds RPM. Watts HP.
( - - -
pa,c t Of 1 A ftoI/Vm.(jI>.
—
1
/
Cold
Hot:
.^//; c c
6
.
/if y
. yd^
1 '~f J
-/// c c C <^/ CI
336c yu ,6-3^/68 / / 3/f6
/o 363S 3/x 32fS^
^77^ f7'^i- //3^^^-^7 ¥7 33y^
377 >/
7 Uj .^3S~ ^>7
33.3 /M Jr3c .S^3^ /f/
6~S^S'3s:f//.3S.7 lyiy
«r
// ^// ¥oyc
/2 /(Tfc S3I ./^^
i

6^
Ho
Power
/
6
7d~J. 2-
//-y
9-/
JJ
JZT /7^o
7^
3Sco
J

/o H.J?/^oiror.
LO/fO
G
/a >.S' /as.
3s- S-
77-
V
7^.
y/ci,tt*r7 etlff -rs
sire
iy(^ s~
S/re ec/
/y<rs~
*- ^. *^
*
^» ^
>Jk %
^ ^
^ -4-
* * ^
4. 4. ^ *
^ 1^
* >|t. +: ^
^ ^, ^ *- * * . * •*
^«|,
-fr- ;* * if
* *. 4 i. * '!(..: + * * *
* + 4^ * # %;% ^ ^,,,,|. *
^. ^ * ^ ,^ ^ ^ ^ *
„ ^ ^ ^ * * * -# *
* ^ 4. 4 * ife * - 4^ *- * *
, ^ * iif^^ -4 4,
- % ^ 4.^ 4 ^
^ ^ * * ^4*
* *
-f^ 4- * * ^ * »fi -4 4 r
* -^^>|.,.# # 4^ * ^ 4---^'- «*.';4-' *
^.
^.'^^ 4 4 4. ^ 4- * *
* 4- 4- * 4 ^ Hfc + 4- * 4fe *
* ^4 4 # 4.^4 4 4 4 4,: *
* ^ ^ * 4 4, ^, ^ 4 *: •*
+ * *
4. ^
^ %
^ ^ 4 ^
^ il*^ " '
1^ 1^
.*
, ^ + * + * *
* * ^ ^. ^ ^ 4^ ^ 'f^*-^
» * * ~ * 4- ^ ^ + + *-r,^(^,-*
^ ^ ^ 4^ -4^
% -f^ ^
^ 4,^ 4.
4 ^ii. 4
^
/.^
^ ^
v^'' /."IF. .1.' T
# "''4 "'4- """^4
4

